
 
Here are the questions for chapter 7 in our book study of “The Unhurried Life… Following 
Jesus’ Rhythms of Work and Rest.” All the questions for each week will be posted on the 
website. 
 
 
Chapter 7 – Rest: The Rhythm of Creation 
 
Thoughts from the chapter: 
“There remains, then, a Sabbath-rest for the people of God; for anyone who enters God’s               
rest also rests from their works, just as God did from his. Let us, therefore, make every                 
effort to enter that rest, so that no one will perish by following their example of                
disobedience” (Heb. 4:9-11). 
 
“God knows the value of rest. He himself rested, and he has designed us to rest, and to rest                   
regularly – as in every seven days.” 
 
“We tend to see rest as the place we fall into after we’ve worn ourselves out with work. But                   
what if our best work begins from a place of rest? What if rest takes first priority rather                  
than last?” 
 
“We err when we try to establish our identity through our work rather than realizing that                
our identity is shaped and strengthened in the place of Sabbath rest and then expressed in                
our work.” 
 
“Holy leisure is life-giving; unholy leisure is life-draining…Holy leisure is a way of             
recognizing that everything God has invited me to do can be done without anxious hurry.” 
 
Questions to Reflect on: 

● What are some key thoughts from the chapter that impacted you? 
● What were the key passages of scripture from this chapter that captured your heart? 
● In what ways is God inviting you to open up even a little more Sabbath rest space in                  

your life, your family and your work rhythms? 
● What arguments arise in the back of your mind that prevent you from “making              

every effort to enter his rest”? What answers would you like to give to these               
arguments? 

● When do you have times that aren’t measured by what you produce, but instead by               
Sabbath values of relaxation, worship, love, and even play? 
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